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ABSTRACT

In a program for elucidation of the process of formation of radio-
active fallout, we measutred the rates~at which substrate samples of a
clay loam and a calcium ferrite took up vaporized rubidium oxide- The
rate measurements were made in air from 1100 to 145 0 C and. ove--a rubi-
dium oxide partial-pressure range of about 1 X 10-5 to 3 X 10 - atm.
We found that the initial rates of rubidium oxide uptake by both the
clay loam and the calcium ferrite were about the same but the calcium
ferrite melts reached saturation with respect to rubidium oxide uptake
in a few minutes while the clay loam continued to take up the rubidium
oxide at a high rate for times of at least an hour. For both substrates,
the rate-controlling step for the uptake process was the diffusion of
the rubidium oxide vapor through the air to the surfaces of the sub-
strate sples. The uptake of rubidium oxide vapor by a series of simple,
unmeited oxides at 1406 ,C was also measured. In general, the uptake
behavior of the rubidium oxide was as exnected in that it reacted least
with the basic oxides such as SrO and CaO and reacted most with the
acidic oxides such as Nb20 and SiO .
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The Problem

Much effort has been put into developing mathematical models of
the radioactive-fallout-formation process for the purpose of predicting
the radiation exposure rates and exposures in the fallout field: result-
ing from nuclear explosions. One of the most important parameters in
such models is the rate at which vaporized radioactive elements or com-
pounds are taken up by molten and solid particles at high temperatures.
Essentially no measurements have been made of these rates. It is the
purpose of this investigation to measure some of these uptake rates for
rubidium ox:ide, and, if possible, to discover the rat controlling steps
in the high-temperature uptake process.

The materials use4in the investigation were among those found in
radioactive fallout. OOM20 was chosen ag the source of the radioactive
vapor and the substrate materials were a clay loam (typical of fallout

material derived from a silicate soil) and a calcium ferrite (similar
to the composition of some types of fallout particles from the Pacific
Proving Grounds.)

Findings

Most of the measurements of the rate of uptake of the rubidium

oxide vapor onto spherical particles of the substrate samples fall into
three categories. The first group consists of measurements made at
constant temperatures (I40OO and 12o0C)and constant rubidium oxide
prtial pressure (about 1.5 X 10-5 atm) but vi-ch varying sample particle
diameters (about 0.15 to 0.40 cm). The results sre shown graphicaJ]y
in terms of uptake of rubidium oxide per particle in pg/min. It was
found that the initial rates of uptake of the rubidium oxide by both
the clay loam and the calcium ferrite were about the same. However,
the calcium ferrite melts reached equilibrium with respect to rubidium-
oxide uptake in a few minutes while the clay loam continued to take up
rubidium oxide at a high rate for times of at least one hour.
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The second group of measurements was made with constant particle

diameter (0.345 cm) and at constant temperature (14000 C) but with vary-
ing rbidium oxide partial pressure (l x io-5 to 3 X 10-4 atm). The
third group of measurements was made with the same particle zize and
with constant rubidium oxide partial pressure (1.85 x io-5 atm) but w.th
varying temperature (1100 to lI#50°C). These results are also presented
graphically.

For the interpretation of the data, it was postulated that the
uptake process consisted of three steps: (!) the diffusion of the rubi-
dium oxide vapor through the air to the surface of the substrate par-
ticle, (2) the reaction or condensation of the rubidium oxide vapor at
the surface of the particle, and (3) the diffusion of the condensed
rubidium oxide from the surface of the particle into the interior.

For the uptake of rubidium oxide vapor by both the clay loam and
the calcium ferrite it was found that the rate-controlling step was the
diffusion of the rubidium oxide vapor through the air. By use of
Maxwell's equation, it was possible to make theoretical calculations of
the rates of uptake of the rubidium oxide vapor; these calculations
agreed moderately well with the experimentally measured values.

The uptake of rubidium oxide vapor by a series of 14 simple, solid
oxides was measured at O1 40&C. In general, the uptake behavior of the
rubidium oxide was as expected in that it reacted least with the basic
oxides such as SrO and CaO and reacted most with the acidic oxides such
as Nb2 05 .and SiO2 .
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INTRODUCTION

This is the third in a series of reports describing experimental
studies of the rates of uptake of selected vaporized oxides by oxide
substrates at high temperatures. The purposes of these studies are to 'I
provide data which can be used in radioactive-fallout formation models

I and to discover che mechanisms which govern the rates of uptake of the
vaporized oxides. Volatile radioactive oxides of elements from import-

Iant fission-product mass chains are used as the vapor sources, and inert,
non-volatile oxides of materials that form radioactive fallout particles
are used as the substrates.

The first two reports of this series presented the results of
measurements of the uptake rates of MoO3 and TeO2 vapors by substrates
of calcium ferrite and of a clay loam soil occurring in the Berkeley
Hills, California.l,2 The clay loam soil was more or less typical of
silicate soils found in extensive areas in the temperate zones. The
calcium ferrite has been observed in fallout resulting from nuclear
explosions at the Pacific Proving Grounds where large amounts of calcium 1
oxide, derived from the coral sand, and iron oxide, derived from the

towers, barges and other structures, have been fused together. ThiE
report presents the results of measurements of the uptake rate of
vaporized rubidium oxide upon these same two substrate materials.
Rubidium oxide was chosen as the radioactive vapor source because
rubidium is the precursor of both the biologically impor ant, long-lived
constituent of fallout, 90Sr and the reference nuclide, 9 Sr, and also
because the chemical behavior of the ,asic rubiditm oxide should provide
enlightening contrasts with that of the acidic molybdenum and tellurim
oxides studied previously.

Ji
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EXPERIMiTAL METhOD

Description of Apparatus

Because the experimental apparatus and method have been described
in detail in the first report of this aeries, only a brief summary will
be given here. The apparatus consisted mainly of a vertical-tube furnace
74 cm long and 2.2 cm I.D. (Fig. I). The furnace tube was made of dense,

gas-tight, high purity alumina (McDanel Refractory Porcelain Co., aver
Falls, Pa.). Two independent heating circuits were wound on the exterior
of the tube. The top, high-temperature, circuit was wound -with 17-gauge
Pt-20 % Rh wire and the bottom, low-temperature, circuit was wound with
17-gauge Kanthal A-i wire.

Rubidium titanate, which served as the source for the radioactive
rubidium oxide vapor, was contained in a platinum crucible which was
positioned in the low-temperature zone of the furnace on top of an assem-
bly of two porous alumina plugs which were mounted on a small gas-tight
alumina tube. The substrate samples were pre-fused nearly spherical
beads formed on platinum wire loops. The platinum loops holding the
samples were suspended in the high-temperature zone of the furnace.
Temperature measurements were made with two Pt-lO % Rh thermocouples;
one was placed next to the vapor source in the low-temperature zone and

the other was placed next to the suspended substrate sample in the high-
temperature zone. The radioactive vapor was carried from the lor-
temperature zone up into the high-temperature zone by a steady flow of
dry air which was introduced into the furnace through a hole in the

small, gas-tight alumina tube which supported the vapor source. The
interior of the alumina furnace tube was protected frm the rubidium
vapor by a platinum-foil liner. Three perforated platinum-foil dia-
phragms were placed at intervals between the vapor source and the high-
temperature zone in order to prot,;ct the vapor source from direct radia-
tion from the high-temperature zcne, and to insure mixing of the radio-
active vapor with the carrier gas.

Preparation of Materials and Samples

Preparation of a source for the rubidium oxide vapor was somewhat
of a problem. In the previous experiments, solid molybdenum and tellurium
oxides had been used successfully as vapor sources. In the present ex-
periment solid rubidium oxide was not suitable because of its extreme
bygroscopicity with atmospheric moisture and its chemical reactivity
with platinum containers. lbRbidium compounds such as RbOH and RbCl were
unsuitable as they do not decompose upon evaporation. Fused RbN03 was
tested as a possible vapor source by condensation onto platinum foil of
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the material evaporating from the melt. This condensate gave a strong
positive test for nitrate ion indicating that the salt had not decom-
posed upon evaporation.

Finally, a rubidium titanate mixture was tested and found to be
adequate. The mixture had an initial composition of 34i mole % Rb20:
66 mole % Ti 2 and melted .t about 880C. The condensed evaporate frcu
the melt formed a white :oating on platinum foil and gave a strongly
basic reaction indicating that the evaporating species was either rubi-
dium or rubidium oxide. The titanate mixture was prepared by fusion of
appropriate amounts of AR grade radioactIve Rb2CO and TiO2 . The melt
was heated overnight under vacuum to drive off all CO2 and H,,O. During
this heating process, Rb2O was also lost, whereby the composition of
the melt changed a few percent and the melting point rose a fe* degrees.

The radioactive Rb2CO was prepared by dissolution of thn AR grade
carbonateion water followe2 by addition of the radioactive tracer in the

form of cXbCl (supplied by Oak Ridge National Laboratory). The solution
was stirred, the water evaporated and the radioactive Rb 2 CO3 dried. A
negligible amount of chloride was added in this process. As a check on
the radiological purity of the 6Rb, its half-life was found to be 18.9
days, which corresponds closely to the published half-life of 18.7 days.

The calcium ferrite used for the substrate samples was prepared by
weighing out of the appropriate amounts of AR grade Fe 0 end CaO powders
so that the final composition of the mixture would be §3%Fe 2O3 and
20 % CaC by weight. The dry powders were mixed thoroughly in a mortar.
The powder was fused directly on the platinum wire loops in the flame of
a gas-oxygen torch.

The clay loam was prepared by first being sievMd to remove the
larger pebbles and pieces of organic matter. The material passing the
sieve was dried and ground and then melted in a nickel crucible et about
1300-14000C for about an hour. Upon cooling, the melt formed a black
glass which was broken up and ground to a pcrder in a steel mortar. An
analysis of the soil for the non-volatile oxides was made by Metallurgical
Laboratories, Inc., San Francisco, California. These oxides comprise
89 % of the original clay loam; the remaining 11 % are volatile oxides
(CO2, H20, etc.) and minor constituents. The results of the analysis
for the non-volatile oxides follow:
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OxideW

Sio 2  67.5

A 2 03  15.9

Fe203 7.3

CaO 2.7

M9o 2.7

Na2 o 2.3

K20 1.6

100.0

Experimental Procedure

In preparation for a series of experimental runs, the top and bottom
sections of the furnace were brought to their proper operating tempera-
tures, the air flow was started, and a standby rubidium tii.anate source
vas inserted into the lower section of the furaace. The furnace was
allowed to equilibrate with the rubidium oxide 'vapor under the chosen
operating conditions for about 18 hours prior to each experimental run.
About 3 hours before the start of each experimental run, another rubi-
dium titanate source, which had Just been weighed, was substituted for
the standby source in the lower part of the furnace.

During the actual experimental runs, the substrate samples were
pre-heated in a gas flame and then inserted into the top of the furnace
for varying lengths of time, usually 2 to 15 minutes depending upon .-_e
rate of uptake of rubidium oxide. At the end of this interval, the
samples were quickly withdrawn and were counted in a 3 X 3 in. thallim-
activated-NaI well-crystal detector. Afterbeing counted, the samples-
were re-inserted into the furnace and the procedure repeated. The total
accumulated time in the furnace for each sample was usually about 40
minutes.

At the end of each day's runs, the rubidium titanate source was
removed from the furnace and replaced by the standby source. Rubidium
titanate is slightly bygroscopic so that it was necessary to prevent
its taking up atmospheric moisture while being weighed. This was dc,.e
by placement of the hot rubidium titanate source in a desiccator
immediately upon its removal from the furnace. The source was then
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transferred to an air-tight metal capsule inside a dry-box so that
exposure of the source to the air was minimal. The air-tight metal
capsule containing the source was allowed to cool in the dry box and
was then removed and weighed. The amount of Rb 2 O which had evaporated
was ,determined from the weight loss. The vapor concentration in the
furnace was computed from the amount of Rb2O evaporated and the known
volume of air which passed through the apparatus while the rubidium
titanate source was in the furnace.

The range of temperatures for the source region was about 00-10000C
with most of the runs a about 840-88O0c. The flow rate of air through
the apparatus was 70 ml/min (measured at 25°).

The actual uptake of Rb2O by the samples was determined by compari-
son of the radioactive counting rates of the samples with that of a
standard. The standard was prepared by dissolution in 2 ml of dilute
acid of a known amount of the same radioactive Rb2 CO3 that was used in
the preparation of the rubidium titanate source. As the substrate
samples were in the form of solid spheres on wire loops, their counting
geometry was different from that of the liquid standard. In correction
for this, at the end of the day's runs, the substrate samples were all
counted and then dissolved in 2 ml of either HC1 or HF and recounted.
The ratio of these counts gave the factor necessary to correct all of
the counting rates of the solid samples to conform with the-geometry of
the liquid standard. This correction amounted to about 10-15 %.

Eperimental Errors

The precision of the experimentally measured quantities probably
exceeds the overall accuracy of the experiment by an order of magnitude.
The sample temperatures were known to within about + 40 and the weight
losses of the rubidium titanate source, the volumes of air passed through
the furnace, the diameters of the substrate samples, the durations of
the time intervals in which the samples were in the furnace and the
counting rates of the samples all could be measured to within about

5%. 1
The greatest source of error probably lay in the difference between

the calculated and the actual vapor concentrations of the rubidium oxide
in the furnace. The rubidium titanate was not too satisfactory as a
source for rubidium oxide vapor. As the rubidium oxide vaporized, the
composition of the source became richer in titanium oxide and the vola-
tility of the rubidium oxide decreased. This effect was exacerbated
when the temperature of the source was below its melting point and the
rubidium oxide which was volatilized from the surface zone was not
rapidly replenished by diffusion from the interior. This resulted in
noticeable decrease in the rubidium oxide vapor concentration during a
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day's run. For minimization of this effect, the rubidium titanate source

was remelted after each day's runs to restore the concentration of rubidium
oxide in the surface zone. Also, as the most important rate to be measured
was the initial rate of uptake of rubidium oxide by the substrate samples,
the schedule was arranged no thst the initial-rate measurements were in
the mid-period of the time in which the rubidium titanate source was in
the furnace. If we assume a linear decrease of rubidium oxide vapor con-
centration with time, the actual vapor concentration in the furnace at

mid-period should equal the average vapor concentration based on the
weight loss of the source.

In spite of these precautions, there were considerable variations

in the computed vapor concentration from day to day (+ 15 %) and the
reproducibility of th.. experimental measurements suffered. Because of

these uncertainties, it is estimated that the absolute accuracy of-the

uptake data is probably no better than a factor of about four, although

the reproducibility of the initial rate determinations by several series

of runs is probably good to within a factor of aboutt6ro.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Most of the experimental data can be grouped into three parts:

(1) the uptake of rubidium oxide as a function of particle size at con-

stant temperature and constant rubidium-oxide partial pressure; (2) the

uptake of rubidium oxide as a function of rubidium-oxide partial pressure

at constant particle size and temperature; and, (3) the uptake of rubidium

oxide as a function of temperature at constant particle size and constant
rubidium-oxide partial pressure.

In computing the partial pressure from the vapor concentration of

the rubidium oxide in the furnace, we must know the molecular weight of

*the vapor. There is some uncertainty as to what vapor species are

formed by the vaporization of rubidium oxide. Such estimates as are

published indicate that, under the experimental conditions used here,

the vapor consists predominantly of RbO with a minor amount of Rb
3 . On

this basis, the molecular weight of RbO was used to compute the partial

pressure in the furnace. As the molecular weights of RbO and Rb differ.

by only about 17 %, any error introduced by this assumption is small

compared with other sources of errors in the experiment. It was further

assumed that the Rb0, or Rb, vapor converted to Rb2O upon condensing.

Figures 2 and 3 show the uptake of RbO by various-sized clay loam

particles as a function of time at T = 1400 and 12000 C respectively. The
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RbO partial pressure was held constant for each series of runs. Figures
4 and 5 show the same information for various-sized calcium ferrite par-
ticles. Figure 6 shows the uptake of RbO at 11000 by various-sized
particles of a calcium aluminum silicate melt (CaO 23.3, A1203 1.7, and
si 62.0 wgt. %)

A large number of runs were made to determine the effects of varying
separately the RbO partial pressure and the temperatures of the samples.
The sane sized particles (0.345 + 0.010 cm in diameter) were used in all
these runs. Figure 7 shows the initial rates of uptake of RbO ba both
clay loam and calcium ferrite particles at a temperaturp of 1400 C and a
RbO :_artlal pressure varying from about 10-5 to 3 x i0 - 4 atm. Figure 8
shows the initial rates of uptake of RbO by clay loam and calcium ferrite
particles at a constant RbO partial pressure of 1.85 x 10-5 atm and with
the sample temperature varying from 1100 to 14500C.

In Figures 7 and 8 the initial rates of uptake of the RbO vapor
were plotted. This was done because the uptake rates decrease with time
at a ntte depending upon particle composition and size. The initial
rates are independent of the time of exposure of the samples and they
can be used (as will be shown later) to help determine the mechanism
which governs the rate of uptake.

Every initial rate shown in the graphs of this report was deter-
mined graphically as the slope of a tangent to the curve of the plot of
amount of uptake vs time at t = 0. As a check on this method, the initial
rates could also be determined analytically in the case of the calcium
ferrite particles which were exposed in the furnace at temperatures above
their melting point (about 1200°C). Figure 4 shows that the calcium
ferr.te particles reached equilibrium with respect to RbO vapor in a
few minutes. By use of the entire uptake curve from t = 0 to the equili-
brium point, it is possible to solve for the rate constant, k, in the
general case of the rate equation,

=dx =k(ax)n

where x is the RbO uptake at time t, a is the equilibrium uptake and n
is the overall order of the uptake reaction with respect to RbO vapor.
When k has been determined, n can be found; then at t = 0, x = 0 and the
initial rate is given by

dx kan.
at
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For RbO uptake on the calcium ferrite, n was generally close to 1.0.
Determinations of the initial rate of uptake by the graphical and by the
analytical method usually agreed to within about 15 %.

A series of runs was made in which the uptakes of RbO vapor by
samples of single, unmelted oxides were measured. This was done to
obtain some information about the relative reactivity of RbO vapor with
the various oxides. The furnace temperature was 400o0 (below the melting

*points of all the oxides used) and the RbO partial pressure was about
1.5 x 10-5 atm. The samples were prepared by pressing the povdered
ccides (AR grade) into thin pellets about 0.62 cm in diameter and about
0.05 to 0.08 cm thick. The pellets were backed with platinim foil so
that only one face was exposed to the RbO vapor. The uptake of RMO
vapor by these oxidea is shown in Fig. 9.

DISCUSSION AND INTERPRM1ATION OF EXPM24EVTAL DATA

Theoretical Introduction

For purposes of fallout prediction, it is desirable to go beyond
the presentation of the experimental data and, if possible, use these
data to deduce the mechanisms which govern the uptake of the RbO vapor.
If the mechanisms or processes which determine the rate of uptake can be
discovered, then it should be possible to extrapolate the experimental
data into other regions of temperature and pressure.

There are three basic steps in the uptake of the RbO vapor by the
substrate particles and any one of these might be slow enough in compari-
son with the others to be the rate-determining step. These three steps
are: (1) the diffusion of the RbO vapor molecules through the air to the
surface of the particle; (2) the reaction and condensation of the RbO
vapor molecules at the surface of the particle; and (3) the diffusion of
the condensed Rb2O into the interior of the particle.

If one assumes that the diffusion of the RbO vapor molecules through
the air is the rate-determining step, then this process can be described
by Maxwell's equation

2nd DgM (P. - PO)

I1= RT
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wher I is the rate of impingement of the vapor species of molecular

weight7M upon a particle of diameter d. DI2 is the inter-diffusion
constant of the vaTor species in the gaseous medium. P is the partial
pressure of the vapor at a large distance from the particle and Po is the
partial pressure at the surface of the particle. If vapor diffusion is
the rate-determiniag step, Maxwell's equation shows that, with constant

temperature and p)essure, the rate of uptake of the RbO vapor will be
proportional to the diameter of the particle and therefore that the total
amount taken up will be proportional to the product of the particle dia-
meter and time.

If the rate-determiring step is the reaction or the condensation of
RbO at the surface of the particle, then the rate will be proportional to
the surface area of the particle or to the diameter squared. The total
amount taken up will be proportional to the product of the diameter
squared and time.

If the diffusion of the condensed Rb 20 into the particle is slow

compared to the other two steps, and if condensation is reversible, then
the outer surface layer of the particle reaches a steady concentration

of %0 and further condensation is governed by the rate at which the
Rh20 diffuses away from the surface zone into the particle. As a model
f-r this process one can envisage a sphrical-paticle of the substrate
material surrounded by a solution containing the Rb20 at a constant con-
centration. A graphical solution of the mathematical relations for this
type of diffusion is given by Crank.4 At early times in the diffusion
process,

Mt
where - is the ratio of the amount of material diffusing into a

particle of diameter d at time t to the total amount which

diffuses into the particle at infinite time.
D is the diffusion constant of the diffusing material in the

particletod
MO is proportional to the volume of the particle, or to d , so

that, at constant temperature,

Mt d2 tl/2

Therefore, if diffusion of Rb2O into the particle is rate-determining,
the total amount of Rb2O taken up will be proportional to the diameter
squared of the particle multiplied by the square root of the time. The
rate of uptake of Rb 2 0 will be proportional to the diameter squared
divided by the square root of the time.

9



si These relationships are summarized in Table I It should be empha-sized that these relationships are true only for a relatively smal

initial time interval during which the composition of the particles has
not changed appreciably.

TAKlE I

Rate-Controlling Process Rate of Uptake Amount of
of RbO is Uptake of

Proportional RbO is
to: Proportional

to:

Diffusion of RbO Vapor d dt
Through Air

Reaction or Condensation 2 2
Rate at Surface of the
Particle

Diffusion of Rb2O into d At
Particle

Determination oC the Rate-Determining Step
im the RbO Uptake Process

Consider first the uptake of RbO by various sized clay loam particles
at 1400°c (Fig. 2). The plots are approdrimatey linear, indicating that
the RbO uptake is proportional to the time of exposure of the particles
(the tendency for the plots to deviate from linearity can be partly
explained by a decrease in the RbO partial pressure during the course of
the runs as the surface zone of the rubidium-titanate source becomes
partially depleted in Rb2 0). The fact that the amount of RbO uptake is
proportional to time Lndicates that the rate-controlling step may be
either diffusion of the RbO vapor through the air to the surfaces of
the particles or the rate of reaction of the RbO at the surfaces of the
particles (see Table I).

For distinguishing between these two mechanisms, plots have been
made of the initial rates of RbO uptake vs particle diameter and diameter
squared aiA also the total amounts of RbO uptake at 5 and 20 minutes vs
particle diameter and diamete: squared (Fig. 10). In both cases the

10
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graphs show that the rates of uptake and the amounts of uptake are both
proportional to the diameters of the particles rather than to the dia-
meters squared, thereby indicating that diffusion of the RbO vapor
through the air is the rate-determining step.

The same analysis can be applied to the uptake of RbO vapor by theclay loam particles at 1200 . At this temperature the clay loa-z is solid
and it might be expected that diffusion of the condensed Hb 2 O into the

particles would be slow enough to be tie rate-determining step. However,
Fig. 3 shows that the amount of RbO uptake by each particle is approxi-
mately proportional to time. Also, the plots of the initial rates of up-
take and the total amounts of uptake at 5 and 20 minutes vs particle
diameter are linear (Fig. i!) which again shows that the rate-determining
mechanism is the diffusion of the RbO vapor molecules through the air.

Fig. 4 shows the uptake of EbO vapor vs time for a series of calcium

ferrite particles. From the curvature of the plots it might be suspected
that the uptake was proportional to the square root of the time arJ that
the rate of the uptake process is governed by the diffusion of the con-
densed Rb2 O into the particles. However, it has been pointed out that
the criteria of Table I are valid only when the uptake of RbO is rela-
tively small compared with the final uptake at equilibrium. Figure 4
shows that most of the calcium ferrite particles reach equilibrium in a
few minutes. For application of the criteria of Table I, the initial
rate of RbO uptake has been plotted against diameter and diameter
squared (top half of Fig. 12). The graph clearly shows that the initial
rate is proportional to the diameter rather than the diameter squared
which indicates that the diffusion of the RbO vapor through the air is
the rate-determining step. (Data from the laxest calcium ferrite
particle, 0.395 cm dia., have not been plotted in Fig. 12 as they fall
about 50 % too high on both graphs indicating an anomaly with this
sample.)

Plotted on the lower graph of Fig. 12 is the amount of RbO uptake

at 2 minutes vs particle diameter and diameter squared. At 2 minutes

the smallest particles have taken up an appreciable fraction of their
final equilibrium uptake, but nevertheless, it is apparent that the
amount of RbO taken up is proportional to the particle diameters rather
than the diameters squared, which again indicates that the diffusion of
the RbO vapor through the air is the rate-determining step.

Fig-are 5 shows the uptake of RbO by different sized calcium ferrite
particles at 12000. In this case the shapes of the uptake curves are
approximately linear as are those of the RbO uptake by the clay loam
particles. This again suggests that the diffusion of the RbO vapor
through the air is the rate-determining step. However, plots of the
initial rates and the amounts of RbO uptake at 5 and 20 minutes (Fig. 13)
do not show a linear relation with particle diameter. In terms of

11



linearity, there is little to choose from between the plots using dia-
meter or diameter squared. It has also been observed that the rate of
RbO uptake by the calcium ferrite particles decreases abruptly as the
temperature falls below 12000 (see Fig. 8). Apparently there is a
transition temperature just below the melting point of the calcium fer-
rite where the mechanism of the uptake process changes, and this change
is reflected by both the ambiguity of the graphs of Fig. 13 and the
marked decrease in RbO uptake at lower temperatures.

The RhO uptake data of the calcium aluminum silicate samples at
14000 (Fig. 6) have also been analyzed in the manner just described. The
results (Fig. 14) show that the rate-determining step is the diffusion
of the RbO vapor through the air to the surfaces of the particles.

Uptake of RbO as a Function of Pressure

If the rate-determining step is the diffusion of RbO vapor through
the air, it should be possible to predict the rate of RbO uptake under
varying conditious of pressure and temperature by use of Maxwell's equa-
tion. The use of Maxwell's equation requires knowledge of the inter-
diffusion constant of RbO molecules in air. This interdiffusion constant
is not known, but it can be estimated by use of the Stefan-Maxwell
eque.tion,

12 2
ira1 (nl+n2)

where a is the mean collision diameter of the two vapor species, in
this case RbO and air, p is the reduced molecular mass (m1m2 )/(ml+m2),
and n1 and n2 are the numbers of molecules of each species per cm3 .

The collision diameter of the RbO molecule is not known so it must
be estimated. For many common gases, the collision diameter is roughly
twice the average physical or geometric diameter of the molecule as
determined by molecular or atomic radii. By use of the monovalent ionic
radii of Rb + and 0-, the collision disreter of the gaseous RbO molecule
was crudely estimated as about 9 x 10-0 cm. The diameter of the neutral
Rb atom is roughly the same as that of RbO, so even if the vapor con-
sisted mostly of Rb molecules the interdiffusion constant would be about
the same.

Maxwell's equation was used to calculate the mass of HbO molecules
striking and sticking to the surface of a particle the same size as
those used in the pressure- and temperature-variation runs. It was
assumed that the RbO converted to Rb 2 0 upon condensation. It was also
assumed that the term Po in Maxwell's equation is zero. This term refers
to the RbO partial pressure at the surface of the particle. If all the

12
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RbO molecules that strike the surface remain, the assumption that P = 0

is probably acceptable. Also, because Marell's equation assumes a~r
that is stationary relative to the particle, it was necessary to apply a
small correction factor5 for the flow of carrier gas up the furnace tube.
This correction amounted to about + 15 % and was undoubtedly small com-
pared with the error introduced by the uncertainty in the RbO collision
diameter.

The calculated rate of RbO uptake over the range of experimental

pressure has been plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 7. It is apparent
that there is a reasonable correspondence between the experimentally
measured rates of RbO uptake by both the clay loam and the calcium fer-
rite particles with those predicted by use of Maxwell's equation. At
lower RbO partial pressures the initial rates of uptake for both the
clay loam and the calcium ferrite decrease more rapidly than does the
calculated rate as the partial pressure decreases.

It was impossible to completely cover all of the exposed aluminum
oxide refractory surfaces in the furnace with platinum foil. The RbO
vapor reacts with solid aluminum oxide and it is probable that there was
some depletion of the 1b0 vapor in the furnace due to this reaction.
This effect would be especially apparent at the lower RbO partial pres-
sures and could. lead to an apparent decrease in the rate of uptake.

Uptake cE RbO as a Function of Temperature

Similar calculations were made for the series of runs in which the
sample temperature was varied. The calculated rate of uptake is shown

as the dashed line in Fig. 8. Here the observed rates of uptake are
fairly close to the calculated rate at high temperatures but decrease to
about half the calculated rate at temperatures below 1400 ° . Below the
melting point of the calcium ferrite, the total RbO uptake drops abruptly
to just a few hundredths of a microgram per particle. This is to be
expected, as presumably the rate of diffusion of the condensed Rb 0 into
the particle becomes very s] ow in the solid state and as soon as ?he

Ssurface is saturated, the rate of the uptake process drops to a very low
value. What is surprising is that the same process apparently does not

occur in the case of the clay loam. Here the rate of RbO uptake remains
constant at temperatures well below the hardening point of the glass.

A similarly anomalous situation was observed earlier 1 ' 2 for MoO3
and TeO2 vapors condensing on the calcium ferrite particles. In these
systems the MoO, and TeO2 vapors reacted strongly with the calcium fer-
rite (just as & RO vapor does with the clay loam) and no significant
decreases in the rates of uptake were observed at temperatures well
below the melting point of the ferrite. The amount of vapor condensed
was equivalent to several hundred or thousand monolayers and it is diffi-
cult to understand how the condensation process can continue at such a

13
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high rate when the diffusion of the molecules in the solid is so much

slower than in the liquid.

It was suggested! ' 2 that in the case of the uptake of MoO3 and TeO2

by the solid calcium ferrite the condensation proceeded by the counter-
diffusion of the reacting species in the solid (in these cases CaO)
toward the surfaces of the particles rather than the inward diffusion of
the MoO3 or TeO2 molecules. As the CaO was in much greater concentration

than either the MoO or TeO2 , very little CaO in terms of overall concen-
tration would have Rad to diffuse in order to react completely with all
of the condensing vapor molecules. (When LWO condenses onto calcium
ferrite, the RbO is apparently reacting with the Fe203 rather than the
CaO as shown by Fig. 9.)

Perhaps a similar mechanism is operating in the case of the RbO up-
take by the clay loam although in the clay loam the species that the RbO
is presumably reacting with are SiO2 and/or AI20 3 groups (see Fig. 9).
In alumina-silicate glasses these groups are network formers and usually
less mobile than the alkali metal or alkaline earth ions.

Although it is impossible with the data presented in this report to
describe the uptake process on the molecular level, nevertheless it seems

certain that the rate of the overall process is governed by the rate at
which the RbO vapor molecules diffuse through the air to the surfaces of
the particles. This is indicated by the analysis of the uptake data in
relation to variations in particle size and also by the reasonable agree-
ment between the measured uptake rates predicted by the use of Maxwell's
equation over large ranges of temperature and pressure. In systems where
the uptake has been governed by slow surface reactions and slow diffusion
withinthe particles (MoO 3 and TeO2 vapors reacting with clay loam par-
ticles) the uptake rates have been 1 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than
those predicted on the basis of Maxwell's equation.

Influence of Humidity on the Uptake Process

As a stable rubidium hydroxide vapor molecule is known to exist, two
series of runs were made to determine the effects of water vapor on the

uptake of RbO. First, two runs were made with dry air as the carrier gas
and the uptake of RbO by the clay loam and the calcium ferrite was measured
at sample temperatures of 1400 and 11000 (Rbo partial pressures = I
1.91 x 10-5 and 1.o4 x 10-5 atm respectively. Average particle diameter

= 0.347 cm). The experimental conditions of the second two runs were
identical with those of the first two, except that the carrier gas was
saturated with water vapor at 280.

The presence of water vapor affected both the rate of evaporation
of Rb2 O from the rubidium titanate source and the rate of uptake by the

14
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samples. The rate of evaporation of the Rb 2O from the source increased

by a factor of three with, presumably, the formation of gaseous rubidium
hydroxide. After allowance was made for the enhanced vapor concentrationI of the rubidium oxide, or hydroxide, it was found that the rate of uptake
of the rubidium oxide, or hydroxide, by the clay loam increased by a fac-
tor of 1.7 at 14000 and by a factor of 1.4 at 11000. At 14000 the rate
of uptake by the calcium ferrite decreased to 0.60) of its value with dry
carrier gas and at 11000 the rate decreased from a few micrograms to
essentially zero.

Radioautography of Particles

The distribution of rubidium within four particles was determined
by radioautography. Two samples each of clay loam and calcium ferrite
were exposed to RbO vapor in the furnace at 14000. After removal from
the furnace, they were embedded in plastic and the plastic was then

ground away until sections through the centers of the embedded particles
were exposed. Radioautographs of these sections were then made by pres-
sing pieces of Eastman NUB stripping film against them for several days.

Of the two samples of clay loam, one was exposed in the furnace fbr
10 and the other for 100 minutes. In both samples the radioactive rubi-
dium was concentrated near the surface and had diffused part , j into
the particles. There was no evidence of convective flows within the
highly viscous silicate melts. The only difference between the two
samples was that the particle which had been in the furnace 100 minutes
picked up considerably more ribidium and showed greater penetration of
the rubidium into the particle than did the particle exposed for 10
minutes.

Of the two calcium ferrite particles, one was exposed in the fur-
nace for 4 minutes and the other for 25 minutes. It was estimated that
during a 4-minute exposure the particle should pick up about one half of
its final equilibrium uptake of Rb0, and by 25 minutes it should reach
final equilibrium. Radioautographs of the samples showed that in both
cases the rubidium was distributed more or less evenly throughout the
particles, even though the particle exposed for 4 minutes contained
appreciably less rubidium. Apparently, the mixing in the low viscosity
calcium ferrite melts is quit rapid due presumably to convection cur-
rents within the particles.

Uptake of RbO by Solid Oxide Samples

When RbO is taken up by the various substrate materials, it is not
clear which of the components of the melts is reacting with the Rb2 0. In

an effort to obtain a qualitative notion of the relative degree of reac-
tivity of Rb2O with the different components of the substrate samples,

15



the uptake of RbO vapor by a series of 14 simple, solid oxides at i4000

was measured (Fig. 9). In general, the uptake behavior of the RbO was
as expected in that the Rb2O reacted least with the basic oxides such as
SrO and CaO and reacted most with the acidic oxides such as Nb20 5 and
Sio. This behavior is, of course, almost opposite to the uptake be-
haviorl, 2 of the vaporized acidic oxides MoO3 and TeO2 . These results
are only qualitative, as some of the solid oxide samples tended to crumble
or shrink in the furnace so that there were irregularities in the sur-
face areas exposed. Also, the rates of Rb2 0 reaction will be affected
by the rates of diffusion of the Rb20 into the solid oxides and by the
particle size and microscopic surface structure of the oxide pellets.

16
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